In recent publications ͓Chew et al., IEEE Trans. Blomed. Eng. BME-9, 218-225 ͑1990͒; Borup et al., Ultrason. Imaging 14, 69-85 ͑1992͔͒ the inverse imaging problem has been solved by means of a two-step iterative method. In this paper, a third step is introduced for ultrasound imaging of the breast. In this step, which is based on statistical pattern recognition, classification of tissue types and a priori knowledge of the anatomy of the breast are integrated into the iterative method. Use of this material classification technique results in more rapid convergence to the inverse solutionapproximately 40% fewer iterations are required-as well as greater accuracy. In addition, tumors are detected early in the reconstruction process. Results for reconstructions of a simple two-dimensional model of the human breast are presented. These reconstructions are extremely accurate when system noise and variations in tissue parameters are not too great. However, for the algorithm used, degradation of the reconstructions and divergence from the correct solution occur when system noise and variations in parameters exceed threshold values. Even in this case, however, tumors are still identified within a few iterations.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a major health issue for women today. In the United States, cancer is the leading cause of death in women ages 35-50 with breast cancer responsible for the majority of cancer-related deaths. In 1995, approximately 182 000 new cases of breast cancer were diagnosed and 46 000 women died from this disease. 1 The earlier a breast tumor is detected, the greater the chance of survival of the victim. 2 If a tumor is detected when it is small ͑with a diameter of 5 mm or less, a so-called minimal tumor͒, the patient's post-treatment life span is on the order of 20 years, the normal life expectancy of a middle-aged woman. 2 Thus it is critical to develop breast imaging techniques with sufficient resolution to detect small tumors.
In current ultrasound mammography techniques it is assumed that scattering of energy in the breast is weak. This assumption has allowed the development of simple and efficient imaging algorithms. However, recent research has shown that fat lobes near the surface of the breast significantly refract, or bend, the ultrasound energy as it passes through the breast. [3] [4] [5] This strong refraction violates the weak scattering assumption. Consequently, to increase the likelihood of detecting minimal tumors, imaging algorithms must account for strong scattering. This requires the use of full-wave inversion techniques.
In recent publications, the full-wave inverse imaging problem has been solved using an iterative approach based on moment methods and the Gauss-Newton ͑GN͒ method. 6 This iterative technique ͑and similar methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ͒ assumes that the scattering object is bounded within a region of space but that no additional information is known. It consists of two steps which are repeated in sequence until a termination criterion is satisfied. In the first step, the total field is computed for the scattering object; in the second, the scattering object is updated using the measured scattered fields and the calculated total field. The iterative technique can be computationally expensive since a large number of iterations is typically required to adequately reconstruct the scattering object.
A third step has been developed by the authors to reduce the computational expense. When the scattering object is composed of a known set of materials, but with an unknown configuration, the convergence rate and accuracy of the inverse solution can be increased using a priori knowledge of the material characteristics. This is the basis of the third step, material classification. In the classification procedure a histogram is constructed for the tissue loss in the image of the scattering object. Gaussian distributions are fitted to the histogram, and classification decisions are based on the location and spread of the Gaussian modes. The decision process is a Bayes, or maximum likelihood, classifier with an option to reject a classification. 13, 14 When the decision is made to accept a classification, a region of the image ͑pixel sized͒ is set equal to the appropriate material. When the decision is made to reject a classification, the region is left unmodified.
In this paper, inverse imaging with material classificaa͒ Electronic mail: cmanry@spawar.navy.mil b͒ Electronic mail: shira@eecs.wsu.edu tion is studied. Simulations are performed using a simple two-dimensional model of the human breast. The model contains both minimal tumors ͑less than 1 mm in size͒ and small cysts as well as larger tumors and cysts. It also includes a fat layer. The results show that when the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ is large and tissue parameter values have little variation, addition of the third step reduces the number of iterations by 40%, reduces the CPU time required by 48%, and increases the accuracy of the reconstructions. However, when the SNR is not large or the spread of the sound velocity in the tissue is appreciable, location of minimal tumors still occurs early in the iterative process but reconstructions are poor. The poor performance is attributed mainly to the use of an approximation in the GN method. This approximation greatly reduces the computational cost of the GN algorithm but at the price of reconstruction accuracy.
In the next section a brief review of the GN inverse imaging technique is presented. In Sec. II, breast tissue parameters are given and discussed. The method for obtaining the initial value for the iterative method is explained in Sec. III, and in Sec. IV the material classification technique is presented. The two-dimensional breast model used in the simulations is described in Sec. V, and the simulation results are presented in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII, concluding remarks are given and future work is discussed.
I. THE GAUSS-NEWTON ITERATIVE METHOD
In the Gauss-Newton iterative method, we start with the Fredholm integral equations
where x is the two-dimensional position vector, f inc (x)is the scalar incident field, f (x) is the total field, f s (x)ϭ f (x) Ϫ f inc (x) is the scattered field, and the subscript indicates that the equations are applied for all source frequencies and positions. The scattering object is given by ␥(x) ϭk 0 2 (k 2 (x)/k 0 2 Ϫ1), k 0 is the incident wave number, and In a clinical situation, measurements of the scattered field would be obtained in the following manner. A patient would lie face down on a platform. Underneath this platform would be a water tank containing an annular array of equally spaced transducers. The patient's breast would be suspended through a hole in the platform into the water tank and centered in the array. Each transducer would, in turn, transmit a pulse through the breast and the fields would be measured at all transducers, allowing data collection for multiple views of the breast. This setup is similar to the one used in a study at the University of Pennsylvania where linear arrays rather than an annular array were used. 3, 4 Given a scattering object vector ␥ and the incident field vector f inc , the total field vector f can be uniquely determined from Eq. ͑3͒. This is accomplished using the bistabilized fast Fourier transform conjugate gradient method ͑BI-STAB FFT-CG͒. 18, 19 However, Eq. ͑4͒ is ill-posed when both the scattered field vector f s and the total field vector f are given, 20 and direct solution for ␥ is not possible. Thus an iterative method is employed to obtain estimates for the object. Here the unknown scattering object ␥ is estimated using the Gauss-Newton method. A Frechet variation ͑Jaco-bian͒ of the difference between the measured scattered field and the estimated scattered field is found with respect to the object. The Jacobian is given by ͑see Ref. 6 for details͒
Where the residual error is given by
is the measured scattered field, and f s(i) is the current estimate for the scattered field at the measurement locations. The term (IϪ͓/␥/͔C ) Ϫ1 cannot be found explicitly. It can be calculated using the BI-STAB FFT-CG method, but this requires a large number of additional computations. To reduce the cost, the Jacobian is approximated using a binomial expansion. The final form for this approximation is given by
Borup et al. have found this approximation to be adequate since it accommodates phase changes for low contrast objects where the magnitude of the object, ͉␥͉, ranged from 0.0 to 0.1; for these values, refraction is minimal. 6 The breast model used for this work has a similar range of approximately 0.07р͉␥͉р0.11. Phase change alone is not enough in this case since it does not account for refraction at the fatglandular interface. 6 However, for this work it is assumed that a combination of the material classification scheme ͑see Sec. V͒ and the binomial approximation for the Jacobian is adequate for imaging complex-valued breast tissues.
A summary of the steps of the Gauss-Newton algorithm follows ͑see Ref. 6 for details͒:
, where the superscript (i) represents the ith iteration, choose an initial value, ␥ (0) and set iϭ0. ͑2͒ Solve the forward operator equation for the current estimate of the total field f (i) using the estimate for the object ␥ (i) :
͑3͒ Compute the residual error:
͑5͒ Solve the following minimization equation for ‫␥ץ‬ (i) using the FFT-CG 21 method for N inv iterations using the approximate Jacobian:
͑7͒ Set iϭiϩ1. Go to step 2 to start the next iteration.
In step 5 the minimization is performed for a set number of iterations. Normally ͑as in step 2 for the forward solution͒ enough iterations are performed to solve the equations to within a chosen error bound. For the inverse minimization ͑step 5͒ ‫␥ץ‬ (i) conforms to the current estimates of the total field and object if the solution for ‫␥ץ‬ (i) is carried out to a small error ͑large N inv ). This makes the iterative GN solution converge to an incorrect answer after only a few iterations. If N inv is too small, the image solution converges very slowly. Thus N inv must be found by trail and error for a given class of objects or images to be reconstructed. The exact requirements for successful reconstruction depend on the number of source frequencies, detectors N d , and source positions ⌽, and vary for each type of problem considered. The computational cost, dominated by FFTs, is on the order of (4N fwd ϩ4N GN N inv )⌽N log 2 N where N GN is the number of GN steps and N fwd is the total number of iterations in the BI-STAB FFT-CG for all N GN iterations.
II. BREAST MODEL TISSUE PARAMETERS
For imaging of the breast, the material classification technique requires a priori knowledge of the mean values of both the loss and speed of sound for each tissue type of interest. The values used in this study are given in Table I . Note that the speeds of sound are similar, approximately 1570 m/s, for all tissue types except fat and water. The sound speed information is used in the imaging procedure, but it is the loss that provides significant distinction between tissue types. In Table I loss is given for a frequency of 400 kHz at body temperatures. 15, 16 Tumors have a loss of 6.58 m
Ϫ1
while skin has a loss of 3.19 m
. Thus tumors can be identified from their high loss relative to the surrounding tissue values. Similarly, cysts have low loss and can be identified relative to the surrounding tissue values.
III. CHOICE OF THE INITIAL VALUE
An initial value for the scattering object ␥ (0) is needed for the GN algorithm. Several standard approaches were considered, including use of the Born approximation. In general, these approaches work well for reconstruction of the sound speed, but they do not work well for reconstruction of loss ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Since reconstruction of loss is required to distinguish tumors, a new approach for obtaining a suitable initial value is needed. The method developed here is based on the difference in sound speeds of tissues together with knowledge of the anatomy of the breast. The human breast can be partitioned roughly into an external skin layer, then a fat layer, and finally a glandular interior. Water and fat have sound speeds that are less than 1500 m/s while skin and glandular tissue have speeds that are over 1500 m/s. This information is used to obtain the initial value for a breast suspended in water and comprised only of skin, fat, and glandular regions.
To obtain the initial value a good estimate of the sound speed profile is needed. This is acquired using the Born approximation or the GN method constrained to real-valued objects only-that is, with the loss set to zero. Once the speed profile is calculated, the water, skin, fat, and glandular regions are located in the following manner: Starting in the center of the image ͑in the glandular region͒ march outward at a given angle looking for a change in speed from greater ).
than 1500 m/s to less that 1500 m/s and record the distance from the center. This corresponds to the fat-glandular boundary. Then continue out toward the skin layer looking for a speed change from less than 1500 m/s to a greater than 1500 m/s and record this distance from the center. Repeat the process for other angles. A decision boundary is then formed using the average value between the inner and outer points at each angle. Once this decision boundary is determined, the water, skin, fat, and glandular regions are easily located. For example, if an image pixel is on or inside the decision boundary for the fat-glandular interface and the speed is greater than 1500 m/s, it is glandular tissue; otherwise, it is fat. Similar rules are used to distinguish the fat and skin layers and the skin from the surrounding water. Once identified, the material in each region is set to the mean loss value listed in Table I , and the initial value is obtained. This method is referred to as the initial classification ͑IC͒ method. The results for reconstruction using the IC method are discussed in Sec. VII.
IV. THE MATERIAL CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE
The motivation for adding the material classification step, which is used after the update of the image between steps 6 and 7, is to obtain faster convergence. The a priori information used to make this step possible includes knowledge of the material parameters and information about the structure of the breast. For example, it is known that skin tissue does not exist in the interior of the breast. When a pixel can be classified as a particular tissue type, it is set to the mean values of the speed and loss for that tissue.
The algorithm used to make the classification decision is the Bayes, or maximum-likelihood, classifier:
where C is the tissue type or class ͑e.g., fat, cyst, skin, tumor͒, (C) is the prior probability of class C, P(x͉C) is the conditional probability density function given a class C for observation x, and p(x)ϭ ͚ C (C) P(x͉C) is the total probability density of x. P is a number from zero to one that represents the probability of the most likely class. For example, for a given observation point, if the most likely tissue is fat, then Cϭfat, and P is the largest value for all classes considered. A method is needed to estimate the conditional probability density function, P(x͉C), and prior probability, (C), for each tissue type. Since loss is the key distinction between tissue types, the classification is based on tissue loss. This is analogous to classifying the imaginary part of the image. The tissue parameters are assumed to be Gaussian random variables with the mean values given in Table I . P(x͉C) is assumed to have the same Gaussian form. An estimate is then needed for the height of the individual Gaussian-that is, (C)-and its variance for each tissue type.
Estimates of the height and variance are made using a histogram of the imaginary part of the image. For a more convenient scale, values are weighted by a factor of 4ϫ10 4 . Mean values for the Gaussians used in the histogram are listed in Table I . A window is centered at each mean value and the height estimate is obtained by finding the area of the histogram under each window. The variance estimate is found in a similar manner. The sum of the heights is normalized to one-that is, ͚ C (C)ϭ1. Also thresholds are chosen for the variances to ensure they are in a proper range for each of the tissue types. Estimates that are too large or too small cause poor classification choices. The Bayes classifier is tuned using knowledge of where tissue losses should appear in the histogram. An example of a histogram is given in Fig.  2 . Once the estimates for (C) and P(x͉C) are obtained the object can be classified by examining each image pixel and calculating which tissue type it most likely is. However, there are situations when no decision should be made-for example, when it is equally likely that a pixel is two different tissue types. Another class is introduced to handle such situations, the ''rejection'' class, for which a pixel is left unmodified until the next GN iteration where an attempt is made to classify it again. The rule for determining a rejection is If P у1ϪR, set tissue to C,
where 0рRр1 is the rejection rate and a controlling parameter for each GN iteration. If Rϭ0, then all decisions from the Bayes classifier are rejected; if Rϭ1, then all decisions are accepted. Thus R is used as a measure of confidence in the ability to classify. Initially, R is kept small to allow separation of tissue types. As the tissues in the image become distinct, R is increased, allowing classification of tissue types. There is a trade-off in the choice of R. The more slowly it is increased, the more slowly convergence is obtained. However, if it is increased too rapidly, degradation in the reconstruction occurs because of incorrect classifications. A linear ramp from Rϭ0 to Rϭ1 was chosen for the rejection rate because of its simplicity, and rejection was initiated at the fourth GN iteration. This was found to give reasonable results. However, further research is needed to determine an optimal method for choosing R at each GN iteration. The technique described above selects the tissue type using the imaginary part of the image, an estimate of the Gaussian curves, and the rejection rate R. However, the decisions made by the Bayes classifier can be incorrect. For example, cysts ͑low loss͒ and tumors ͑high loss͒ are initially set to glandular tissue ͑medium loss͒. During early iterations, cyst locations are identified as fat because of the low-loss classification. Similarly, tumors are classified as skin. This incorrect identification can cause the image to diverge from the desired result. To prevent this from occurring, a ''cleanup'' step is inserted after the Bayes classification step. The speed and loss of recognizable, nonrejected pixels are checked to ensure that they fall within acceptable bounds. If they do not, the pixel identification is rejected. The location of the tissue type is also checked. For example, if a pixel is identified as skin tissue in the breast interior, it is rejected. The ''clean-up'' procedure insures selection of tissue types that will most likely lead to a convergent solution in the iterative process.
V. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL BREAST MODEL AND SCATTERING GEOMETRY
The two-dimensional breast model used in the numerical simulations is presented in this paper is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The model is discretized into 128 by 128 pixels ͑Nϭ128 ϫ128). The simulations are performed at a frequency of 400 kHz with the pixel set to 0.93 mm ͑/4 in water͒. The model is comprised of a skin layer 2 pixels ͑1.86 mm͒ wide with an outer radius of 60 pixels ͑5.59 cm͒. Next a fat layer is constructed with an annular layer 5 mm wide and 1-cm fat lobes placed along its inner radius. As shown in an earlier paper, 5 this creates a highly refractive fat-glandular interface which provides a rigorous test of our imaging method. The breast interior is composed of glandular tissue and tumors and cysts of various sizes and shapes. Minimal tumors and a cyst the size of one pixel ͑0.93 mm͒ are used to test the capability of imaging small objects. The model is illuminated by ⌽ϭ128 plane waves equally spaced around the breast. The scattered field is measured along the four edges of the images for each source rotation; thus N d ϭ4ϫ⌽ϫ128. Finally N inv ϭ22. The scattered field measurements for the true image are calculated using the BI-STAB CG-FFT method to a residual error of 1.0ϫ10
Ϫ9 . Similarly the forward field ͑step 2͒ for each GN iteration is solved to a residual error of 1.0ϫ10
Ϫ5 . The GN iterations terminate when ͑1͒ the condition in step 4 is met with the convergence limit ⑀ϭ1.0ϫ10 Ϫ5 , ͑2͒ the image has no rejected classifications, ͑3͒ 20 GN iterations are reached, or ͑4͒ no change occurs in the total field.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Before presenting the results of our simulations, terminology and error measures are introduced. Initial classification ͑IC͒ refers to use of the initial value described in Sec. IV with no addition to the GN iterative method. Full classification ͑FC͒ refers to use of the initial value with addition of the material classification step to the GN iterative method. When the mean values of the tissue parameters ͑see Table I͒ are used with no variation, and no signal noise is added to the scattered field measurements, the simulation is noiseless. When tissue losses are allowed to vary by 10% around the mean values, tissue sound speeds are allowed to vary by 2%, and the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ of the scattered field measurements is set to 70 dB, the simulation is termed noisy. The noise added to the scattered field measurements represents system, detector, or external noise sources. The 10% spread in tissue loss has been chosen because fat and glandular tissue values start to overlap beyond this; it has been assumed that there is no significant overlap in tissue loss values.
Error is tracked via ͑1͒ the mean-square error between the measured and computed scattered fields, ͑2͒ the meansquare error between the true and reconstructed image, and ͑3͒ the mean-square error between the imaginary part of the true and reconstructed images. The first two are standard error measures; the third is added to evaluate reconstruction of the loss. Recall that loss provides the best means of distinguishing tissue types. The error measures are given by
where ␥ (T) is the true object and ͚ j is over all image positions.
Simulation results for the noiseless IC and FC cases are shown in Figs. 3-5 . In Fig. 3 and in Table II the different error rates are shown. For the IC simulation the error curves demonstrate that the GN method converges from the initial value to the true image. However, convergence is slow. After 20 iterations, the final IC image is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The tumors and cysts are clearly reconstructed, but some ripple occurs around them as well as in the water region. This simulation and all other simulations were performed on a Paragon supercomputer using 128 parallel nodes. Calculations for all simulations took approximately 30-60 wall-clock minutes.
For the noiseless FC simulation, reconstruction of the image is complete by the twelfth iteration, and the algorithm terminates at the thirteenth iteration. The error for the scattered field is X s ϭ1.914ϫ10 Ϫ5 , an improvement over the IC result of nearly an order of magnitude. The final image is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . There is no ripple in the water region and the tumors and cysts are reconstructed perfectly. The rejection rate R for all FC simulations is set to zero for the first five (iϭ5) iterations. From the sixth through eleventh iterations (iϭ6 -11) it is increased linearly to 0.75. From the twelfth iteration (iу12) it is held constant at 1.0. The FC simulation requires 40% fewer iterations and 48% less CPU time than the IC simulation for the noiseless case.
In Fig. 5 classification decision plots for both the sixth and last iterations are shown. Tissue types have been assigned a gray value according to the decisions made during the classification step. In the case of a rejection the pixel is assigned a white value. Note that for the sixth iteration, when the rejection rate is nonzero for the first time, all tumors are located and correctly classified. The material classification technique locates and identifies tumors, including minimal tumors, quickly. However, the cysts, particularly larger ones, take longer for full reconstruction.
Simulation results for the noisy IC and FC cases are shown in Figs. 6-10 . The results are not as good as for the noiseless case. As shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table II , there is very little improvement in the error value with increasing iterations. In fact the image error curves for both the IC and FC simulations start diverging after the ninth iteration. If the SNR is decreased or the spread in the speed is increased, the results get worse. Both the IC and FC images after the ninth iteration are shown in Fig. 7 ; the contrast is better in the FC image, but tumors and cysts are visible in both. The final results after 20 iterations ͑Fig. 8͒ are similar. Note that there is more speckle in the IC image after the twentieth iteration, which is the cause of the divergence. For the FC results, the divergence is caused by errors that occur during the material classification step. Pixels near the crossshaped tumor are incorrectly identified as tumor ͑marked ''E'' in the figure͒. Also, as image locations are identified during the classification step, more pixels are set to the mean values of the tissues, increasing the error. In Fig. 9 classification decision plots for both the ninth and last iterations are shown. An incorrect identification is labeled ''E;'' the number of mis-identifications increases by one, while the number of rejections in the skin layer decreases. Note that at the sixth iteration ͑Fig. 10͒ the classification scheme has detected all but one of the minimal tumors, and the remaining tumor is located in the following iteration. Even when the reconstruction results are poor, the imaging method identifies tumors quickly.
The main cause of the divergence discussed above is the use of the approximate Jacobian in the GN method. This approximation works well for low contrast materials and has the advantage of considerably decreasing the computational cost. Initially, it was hoped that addition of the classification step would allow good reconstruction even for high contrast materials. Apparently the approximate Jacobian is not accurate enough for perfect reconstruction of the breast in the presence of strong refraction, but it is accurate enough to allow identification of even minimal tumors. 
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper a new step for use in the Gauss-Newton iterative inverse imaging algorithm has been presented. This step, known as material classification, is added to increase the rate of convergence; it uses a Bayes classifier that identifies and sets image points to the known mean values of the tissue sound speed and loss. Classification decisions are based on Gaussian curves fitted to a histogram of image loss. Image loss allows a clear distinction between tissue types. After initial values have been chosen, a ''clean-up'' phase is used to insure that material classification leads to a convergent and correct solution. To save significant computation time, the Jacobian appearing in the Gauss-Newton method is approximated. Because of this approximation, choice of a proper initial value is critical for obtaining convergence to the correct solution. The initial value is found using tissue parameters and a priori knowledge of the breast structure.
Simulations using only the initial value, referred to as initial classification ͑IC͒, are performed for a simple twodimensional model of the human breast. The results for the noiseless case are quite good, but convergence is slow. When the material classification step is used in addition to the initial value, referred to as full classification ͑FC͒, better results are obtained at approximately 60% of the cost. However, when system noise and variations in tissue parameter values are added, both classification methods give divergent results. For the FC simulations, the divergence is attributed primarily to use of the approximate Jacobian. If the signal-to-noise ratio is decreased or the sound speed variation is increased, the results are more divergent. Nonetheless, minimal tumors ͑less than 1 mm͒ are reconstructed for both types of simulations, and the material classification technique still identifies and locates tumors early in the iterative process. Another possible factor in the divergence of the results is the rigidity of the classification method. Pixels are forced to a single value after each iteration, causing incorrect convergence with variation in the sound speed. In future work modification of this method will be examined. Further research is also needed to find a technique for selecting an optimal rejection rate ͑R͒ at each GN iteration. Finally, use of alternate approximations to the Jacobian and use of the full Jacobian will be considered.
